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The second day of NAFAC contained more
great speakers who challenged common understandings
of democracy, freedom, and human rights. The opening
panel consisted of Mr. Douglas Farah, President of IBI
Consultants and Senior Visiting Fellow of National
Defense University; Dr. Lilia Shevtsova, Senior Fellow
at Brookings Insitute and Associate Fellow at the
Chatham House; and Dr. Ernest Tucker, Director of the
United States Naval Academy Center for Regional
Studies. Highlights of the panel included what Dr.
Shevtsova considers as the “Second Cold War” between
Russia and the west, thoughts about an increasingly
more authoritarian Latin America, and Turkey’s
transformation from potential membership into the EU
to an autocracy.
The panels and Keynote speakers supplemented
discussions on the future of democracy, especially
within the third and final Round Table discussions.
From the first Round Table to the last, delegates were
able to open with an issue, question historical and
modern trends, challenge each other’s viewpoints, and
ultimately pinpoint realities of today’s democratic
undoing. Some common themes across several round
table groups included autocratic tendencies in
seemingly democratic countries, the effectiveness of
soft power, and the impacts of American politics and
media on the rest of the world.

The final event of the day was a keynote address
by Dr. Hal Brands, the Henry A. Kissinger
Distinguished Professor of Global Affairs at the John
Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. He
spoke on the trend of global politics today. He asserted
that after the Cold War, the United States had
uncontested dominance in world politics. This led to an
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an incredible rise in democracy; from
1974 to 2000, the number of democratic
states increased from 39 to over 100.
However, the current stall in democracy
has caused nearly 115 countries to decline in their
overall freedom. Dr. Brands noted that the United
States has lost its power projection in China and
Russia. These countries are becoming more robust at
an alarming rate. This instilled in the delegates a sense
of urgency, as seen by the sheer number of follow-up
questions.
Tomorrow, the delegates will participate in a
simulation where they will have to work together in
their round table groups to solve a crisis situation.
They will use their newly-founded conclusions and
perspectives to work through the simulation.

Panel

11 April 2018

During the opening keynote address for the
second day of NAFAC, guests in attendance had the
opportunity to hear from a panel of experts on Latin
America, Russia, and the Republic of Turkey; all of
which shared a common theme: the deterrence of liberal
democracy. Moderated by Lieutenant Colonel Scott
Cooper, USMC, (ret.), the panel consisted of Mr.
Douglas Farah, Dr. Lilia Shevtsova, and Dr. Ernest
Tucker.

Dr. Lilia Shevtsova is a Senior Fellow at the
Brooking Institution and an Associate Fellow at the
Chatham House. As an expert in Russian Politics, Dr.
Shevtsova gave a thought-provoking speech on the
transformation of Russia that led to today’s confrontation
between Russia and the West. Dr. Shevtsova calls this
confrontation the “Second Cold War.” Some blame
Putin for the chaos in Moscow, but Dr. Shevtsova claims
that factors before Putin contributed to the
transformation of Russia into a “besieged fortress”. Prior
to Putin, the geopolitical ideology of the Kremlin was to
expand Russian influences by antagonizing other
countries. This post–Cold War world created the ideal
arena for Russia’s game of misleading and pretending.
The elite liberals and democrats in government decided
that they should not change the rules. Putin’s role in the
‘downfall’ of Russia was continuing the tradition of
corruption, creating international tensions, and merging
power with property.

Mr. Douglas Farah is the president of IBI
Consultants, LLC and a senior visiting fellow at the
Center for Complex Operations at National Defense
University. Mr. Farah is a subject matter expert on
terrorism, money laundering, and threat networks in
Latin America. During the lecture, Mr. Farah gave an
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overview of the transmogrification of
Latin America into a more authoritarian
region. It was not until the Bolivarian
Revolution, led by Venezuela President
Chavez, that Latin America experienced a shift
towards socialism and autocracy. Chávez's revolution
was characterized by a belligerent demeanor toward
the United States and its allies, and attempts to export
Chávez's authoritarian model to other countries in the
Latin American region.
Dr. Ernest Tucker is the Director of the United
States Academy Center for Regional Studies and has
taught history at USNA for over 25 years. Dr. Tucker
discussed Turkey’s transformation from a oncepromising candidate for European Union membership
to autocracy. Since rising to power, President Erdogan
has carried out a “divide and rise” political strategy.
Like the leadership in Latin America and Russia;
Erdogan, with the help of the Gulen Movement; has
corrupted the Turkish government from within by
manipulating the judiciary, forging elections, and
eliminating the opposition.

Keynote Address: Dr. Hal Brands
11 April 2018

The afternoon began with an interesting and engaging
lecture by Dr. Hal Brands, the Henry A. Kissinger
Distinguished Professor of Global Affairs at the John Hopkins
School of Advanced International Studies, about the trend of
global politics today. During the Post-Cold War Era, there was
uncontested dominance for the United States; some experts
call it the biggest imbalance of power in history. For the first
time in history, there were no major threats against the United
States, and they were able to focus on taking care of the ‘bad
actors’ such as terrorist organizations around the world. With
the imbalance of power in the United States’ favor, the rise of
democracy occurred. From 1974 to 2000, the number of
democratic states increased from 39 to over 100. The rise in
democracy did not last long; the Post-Cold War era has ended.

Regarding today’s global politics, Dr. Brands outlined
four major themes seen worldwide. First and foremost is the
erosion of United States primacy. In the past fifteen years, the
United States’ share of global wealth has declined
significantly, as has the share of wealth of the allies of the
United States. This results in authoritarian countries gaining
more wealth and power. Secondly, the great power
competition has shifted away from the United States towards
countries such as China and Russia who have risen to the
occasion. Major military buildups from China and Russia have
caused the United States to lose its power projection in those
regions. Although neither of these countries are considered
great powers, they are becoming more robust at an alarming
rate. Thirdly, with the stall of democracy, ideological
cleavages have given way for authoritarian governments to
spread their influences throughout the world. As an example,
from 2006 thru 2015, nearly 115 countries have seen a netdecline in overall freedom. The last theme in global politics is
the growing skepticism in the United States and Europe to
protect the Post-Cold War system.
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The Syrian Refugee Crisis: The End of United Europe?
11 April 2018

After this morning’s panel discussed the topic
of How to Undo a Democracy, many of the delegates
were left contemplating the state of American
democracy, inquiring whether there is a more viable
option than what currently exists. In response, one of
the delegates referred to a quote by Winston
Churchill: “Indeed it has been said that democracy is
the worst form of Government except for all those
other forms that have been tried from time to time.”
This quote brings light to a truth that Dr. Lilia
Shevtsova expanded upon in the panel discussion—
although democracy can be a crooked and imperfect
system in practice, it is the best option for promoting
international standards of liberty. One of the issues
that arises when individuals assess the success of
democracy in a state such as the United States is that
they fail to recognize that democracy is a historical
process, not a theoretical concept. Although one
would love to believe that America has the power to
liberate autocratic nations such as Syria, one delegate
asserted that such a goal is unrealistic because the
democratic progress relies too heavily on geographic,
political, and economic circumstances that are beyond
American control. In light of this, the delegates agreed
that democracy is meant to be a constant conversation,
not an attempt to for one nation to impose cultural
values on another. In the same way that America has
progressively become more democratic over the
course of history, illiberal nations will too need to
undergo a long process of rectification in order to
reach the same level of understanding.
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On the topic of the progress of
democratic values in European states, the
delegates spent a great deal of time
discussing the matter of free speech.
Specifically, how would nations respond if
controversial satirical cartoons were to be published
regarding the Syrian Refugee Crisis? One delegate, a
French native, expressed that the French would ultimately
abide by the free speech doctrine. She explained how the
cartoon would legally be permitted to be published, but the
publisher would face great social/professional backlash due
to increasingly negative attitudes about Syrian refugees.
Conversely, a Moroccan delegate voiced that such images
would not be tolerated in Moroccan societies, as the lack of
freedom of press limits the content that the media is
permitted to project to the public. Likewise, a Greek
delegate presented the idea that such democratic ideals as
free press and free elections are illogical because they
demote the well-educated citizen to the same level of
political power as the criminal, the drug-addict, etc. Thus,
there is much that can be derived from a discussion such as
this. While the United States should rightly feel the
obligation to promote the liberal values that the current
democratic system is founded upon, democracy can be a
foreign and estranged concept to some, so it will be a
conversation that will continue to be had for many years in
the future.

China’s Path Forward: Is Democratisation a Pipe-Dream?
11 April 2018

In day two of roundtables, the group dove headfirst
into examining the indicators of a dictatorship and holding
Xi’s actions up to this measuring stick with a critical eye.
Items in this checklist included: changing the rules of the
government, creating a scapegoat to rally the country
against, stifling opposition, and controlling and/or
marginalizing the oligarchy. An issue with the list that was
raised were the countries like South Korea, who America
recognizes as democratic but yet shows so many signs of
corruption. On the topic of the oligarchy, a contrast
between Mao and Xi lies in their relationship with their
elite members of the party. Unlike Mao, Xi circumvents
their authority thus making them figureheads with no real
power. Some voices at the table believed that China makes
Taiwan its scapegoat, as well as the USA, and as an
extension all western powers in general, seen with the
Great Firewall of China.

National identity became a huge discussion after a
great question was asked: Why is Taiwan able to maintain
a healthy democracy, unlike China, while they both share
the same cultures and values? The issue with China is that
much of its national identity is derived from its leaders, and
to keep national identity alive, Xi must bend the rules to
propagate his position as the national figure. Taiwan’s
democratic success is attributed to its first leader stepping
down, similar to George Washington’s actions as the first
President. Following that logic, if democratic nations do
not root their identity in a person, then where does it come
from? The way national crises shape identity and
democracy was largely debated, as well as organic
patriotism and inorganic patriotism. In addition, the many
ethnic groups of China account for many voices with
different needs, and the one party system brings stability to
all the noise, and in many ways becomes the national
identity. At the end of the day, most group members
agreed that Chinese loyalties fall on the party, and not on
specific ideologies.
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The group decided there are many
aspects of Xi’s rule and China’s situation
which make it hard to point out as a
dictatorship. One of these stumbling blocks
is China’s economy. The free market and bustling
economy make people hesitant to lump China into the same
group of dictators associated with stagnation and
widespread poverty, such as Stalin and Kim Jong Un.
History also has shown that dictators have somewhat of a
cult personality, such as Hitler, Stalin, and Mao. Xi’s
impact is received in a calm, non-inflammatory style, thus
received by the people as peaceful. “Dictators must assume
power and secure that role before their people can identify
them as a dictator.” This comment made by a group
member highlights the biggest problem the world faces
with Xi Jinping and China’s future of democracy.
Ultimately, the group found that the way Americans define
democracy is much different than how the Chinese
Communist Party would define it. The group found that
Americans associate individual liberties, protection of the
minority, and human rights to be the basis of our
democracy, while the CCP interprets democracy as the
most good for the most amount of people. This definition
implemented lends itself to the one party system, and in an
effort to do good for the people, it comes at the cost of
ultimate control. China is breaking the rules of modern
democracies, but masking it so well. Soon the world must
decide if Xi is actually a dictator, and if democratic nations
have a responsibility to engage with China.

Russia’s Subversion of Democracy
11 April 2018

Continuing the spirited conversation from yesterday,
the Russian roundtable was able to reach a far deeper
understanding of the current state of affairs that define
Moscow’s relationship with the West. This dialogue
progressed from the effect the HIV/AIDS epidemic had on
Russian society to a more focused pursuit of understanding
just how Russian citizens view themselves and their role in the
world. Finally, the delegates each posited on the next event
that could challenge Putin’s authority.

After guidance from the morning’s panel, the
delegates sought to craft together the story Russians tell
themselves. More specifically, what do Russians want on an
international level? This story, it was decided, is largely a
reminiscence on the Soviet Era. However, as one delegate
keenly noted, Russian citizens do not want a return of the
Soviet Union, on the contrary, “Russians want a return of
glory.” This glory means international status and recognition,
something the Russian President is attempting to establish.
Furthermore, Putin has tapped into this well of national pride
and continues to use it as leverage against Western influence
within his borders. This should not be a surprise, asserted one
delegate, as Russians have been invaded by numerous
countries over the past one hundred years, and thus, Putin’s
rhetoric of Western aggression is cast upon a backdrop of
history.

Yet, as the nation continues on its path to prove itself
a world power, the delegates developed a theme of yesterday:
the possibility of a multi-polar world. Can Russia and the
United States share global power? The delegates recognized
that it is in U.S. interests to remain the top-dog on a global
scale, but debated on the implications of this status. Would
Russian intervention in the Middle East ease the burden on the
United States, or are Washington and Moscow so
ideologically different a working relationship could never be
realized? This question largely framed the rest of the
discussion.
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However, as the conversation came
to a close, it was noted that Putin cannot be
in power forever. Who will replace him, and
how will this exchange of power transpire?
How will the young people of Russia—individuals who
have only known Putin as President—react to this new
regime? Will there be a cry for democracy or will the status
quo persist? The delegates posited on what the next crises
could be that will threaten Putin’s control on the Russian
state, and issues such as an underdeveloped economy,
illegal immigration, and unpopular wars each were
discussed.
Today, the delegates were able to take the lively
discussion of yesterday to a much deeper level and in many
ways begin to understand just how difficult and complex
the U.S. diplomatic relationship with Russia is.

More Venezuelas: The Future of Democracy in Latin
America
11 April 2018

Following yesterday’s roundtable discussions on
the topic of Venezuela’s history and present situation,
today’s roundtable consisted of deliberation regarding the
best possible solution to the multifaceted crisis faced in
Venezuela. The question arose as to what the ultimate
goal in Venezuela truly is; is America seeking to
“democratize” Venezuela? Or are we looking to simply
remove Nicolas Maduro from power?

Regarding the latter question, it was stated that
“The IMF [International Monetary Fund] is currently
preparing a very large reconstruction loan package for
Venezuela,” but will not deliver it to Maduro due to fear
of his inability to pay it back. However, the removal of
Maduro in itself would leave a power vacuum, open to be
filled by another autocratic ruler. The matter of whether
or not outside help was warranted was brought about
when MIDN 2/C Kendall Good asked, “How bad does
[the situation] have to get before the international
community feels an impetus to act?” After discussion, the
overarching belief was that the best possible route to a
solution was through a multilateral approach not
involving the United States. Instead, this approach would
incorporate the countries currently holding the majority of
Venezuela’s debt (China and Russia) as they have the
most leverage to influence change within the country.
Additionally, the largest trading partner in all of South
America is China. This further dispels the biased belief
that America is “the hegemon in the region.” The
delegates agreed on the fact that neither of these countries
have much reason to act in favor of the institution of a
democracy, seeing as neither of them currently hold a
truly functioning democracy themselves.
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The discussion then carried to
America’s influence, or lack thereof, in this
area of the world. The tepid reaction to
Trump’s cancellation of attendance at the
summit in Lima, Peru further demonstrates
that American is not of primary importance to many Latin
American countries. Dr. John Polga-Hecimovich noted
that, “[Trump’s] decision not to attend reflects poorly on
the ability of the U.S. to effect change in Venezuela, and
that the current SECSTATE is more bellicose with less
experience in the region.” The belief of many U.S.
Southern Command naval officers is that ADM Tidd, head
of 4th fleet, does not spend enough time in the region. Both
of these issues serve as microcosms of the overarching
problem Venezuela faces. Constant attempts to save the
country from itself are met time and time again with
failure due to a lack of understanding of how it truly
functions. Without a proper understanding of the
Venezuelan people, the economy, and the political history,
it will be impossible for the United States or any sovereign
nation to enact change and help to rebuild the country.

Free Press and Media under Assault
11 April 2018

Individual citizens have a responsibility to
defend their own liberty. Each person contains the
power to influence others; the moment when people
begin to think they do have the capacity to change the
government, hope is lost. The U.S. faces the issue of
not being able to implement free press into other
countries. This leaves the question if America should at
least attempt to educate foreign citizens of the freedom
and liberties they do not have. In order for the United
States to help foreign countries, the U.S. has to first
confront its own faults. Once Americans were able to
recognize the issue of slavery, they were able to move
on and begin implementing policies to ameliorate
servitude. The means to solve the issue were always
present, but it was not until the U.S. accepted its
shortcomings that restoration occurred.
The difference between patriots and nationalists
are those who confront insecurities versus ignoring
them. To truly develop a genuine relationship with
foreign powers, the United States must acknowledge its
wrongdoings and create a sense of trust between the
two parties. America fails to do so because of the
vulnerability of hurting its national image and
challenging its credibility.
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A strong partnership is one where
each side takes turns viewing the same
situation from the viewpoint of its ally.
This involves implementing forward
presence within a territory. When does
the effectiveness of forward presence become overridden
with the results of too many “boots on the ground”? When
does one become an ally compared to an occupying force?
The United States encounters the obligation to help other
countries who do not have the same capabilities. For the
most part, foreign countries appreciate American
intervention but also demand respect in their own
territory. For example, American soldiers occupying bases
in the Philippines do not comply with Filipino laws; this
insults Filipinos, especially when in countries like Japan
and China, American soldiers who commit a crime are put
under the laws of that country. The United States does its
best to allocate assistance to foreign partners, but
sometimes, this intervention from a democratic institution
feels like the presence of an autocratic regime.

Popular Uprisings and Civil Wars: Violent and
Nonviolent
11 April 2018

The delegates of “Popular Uprisings and Civil
Wars” began the third roundtable examining the question,
“when is a revolution just?” An advisor of the roundtable
ignited the discussion by introducing the concept of “jus and
bellum” (Latin for right to war), which is a set of criteria to
be considered when engaging in a war. Three elements of
this criteria that particularly caught the eyes of delegates
were “just cause”, “reasonable chance of success”, and
“proper authority”. When conversing about the just cause
factor, one of the delegates brought up an interesting point
called the secessionist theory. This theory states that a nation
only has the right to secede if autocracy has occurred or if a
nation has distinct values from its main state. An example
that this delegate discussed regarding the secessionist theory
dealt with the Catalans of Spain. Historically, the Catalans
are much further left than the rest of Spain as they have
different religious, cultural, economic, and social practices.
Despite this opposition, the Catalans are being forced to stay
in the Spanish state. Ascriptive theorists believe that the
Catalans should be able to secede since their values are
distinct, which aligns perfectly with the secessionist theory.

Following the just cause discussion, the moderator
asked the group, “What then does it take for an uprising to
be successful? Several delegates brought up the idea that a
popular uprising will not occur until there is at least a
reasonable chance of success. The moderator challenged this
idea by bringing up the Civil Rights Movement, stating that
there was a lot on the line if success was not accomplished.
After this statement, delegates created the fine line between
civil disobedience and a democracy. When looking at the
Civil Rights Movement, the goal works more towards
promoting awareness and to gather large amounts of people
to support this change. This civil disobedience is trying to
change a part of the system, while a democracy/revolution
works to change the whole system. As a result, the
consequences between the Civil Rights Movement and a
revolution become very different. In order to be successful,
it is important that the members of an uprising are under
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it is important that the members of an
uprising are under collective action. If you
have multiple authorities fighting for
different things, then you will just end up in
a failed state. The question that derived
from this concept of collective action was, “What role does
proper authority play in uprisings and civil wars?”

One delegate of the roundtable saw that the proper
authority played a crucial role in the notion of a just cause.
The intentions of the proper authority must speak for the
intentions of everybody else in the movement. If the ideas
of the two aren’t in line, there is no collective action present
which proposes the question of whether or not this
revolution is even just at all. The delegates saw that the
proper authority is key in order to establish this collective
action. One delegate in particular stated that it’s important
to not have people who just swarm into your protest with
violence if you’re trying to go about things peacefully. If
this occurs, the uprising will not get the respect it deserves;
therefore the issue will not be recognized nationally. In
conclusion, the delegates of the roundtable saw the three
ideas of “just cause”, “reasonable chance of success”, and
“proper authority” to be essential to popular uprisings, and
most of these concepts rely on the other in order to be
carried out appropriately.

The Republics Strike Back: Models of Democratic
Resilience
11 April 2018

The Republics Strike Back round table watched a
Wall Street Journal video about the use of surveillance
cameras in China. Using complex algorithms, the
surveillance cameras are used for public tracking, but are
also considered an invasion of privacy. With 170 million
cameras currently being used, China seeks to add 450
million more throughout the region by 2020. Out of
convenience, the Chinese people become inevitably
vulnerable to an increasing authoritarian power that is
slowly increasing public control. This raised a question on
how to react to destabilizing liberalism and breaking norms
of democratic structure.
The conversation shifted to the economic
relationship between Pakistan and China. Pakistan gave up
its autonomy in exchange for a 70 billion dollar contract
with China. The delegates discussed the threats of those
particular relations when looking at the incentives,
pressures, and implications of the particular economic
benefit. From there, the discussion moved into a debate
about how the United States should promote the principles
of democracy in other countries. The delegates mentioned a
cynical side to the issue by stating that the United States
should indirectly stop trying to enforce democracy in other
countries. Instead, the United States should direct its
resources towards strengthening its internal democratic
structure and open the nation to those seeking asylum. By
creating asylum for refugees from struggling undemocratic
nations like Syria and China, the United States would be
able to create a sense of democratic safety and emphasize
strong democratic values. Individuals from undemocratic
nations would have new-found opinions and instead, a
more favorable attitude towards principles of democracy.
These could then be communicated back to their home
nations.
In contrast, some of the delegates voiced their
disagreement with relaxed immigration, which would
inflame tensions with the United States and undemocratic
nations. Also, the expressed concern about the failure of
assimilation and a huge influx of foreign individuals
became evident in the discussion. In turn, the United States
still needs to determine the overall perception and wellbeing of the American people in this hypothetical situation.
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being of the American people in this
hypothetical situation.
The final aspect of the round table
involved small group discussions about the
threats to democracy. The common threats
in all four groups included imperial hubris, social media,
immigration, voter discontent, and American distrust in the
fundamental institutions. In response to those threats, the
round table came up with solutions including campaign
finance reform, influence of money, and easier voting,
which are generally applicable to the United States’
situation. For example, in attempts to combat the threat of
social media, the delegates spoke to the concern of
regulating such an influential and massive source, but
underlined the government’s need to warn consumers of
this possible threat. Internationally, it brought up the threat
of climate change along with resource security. Population
control within the nation involved radical and controlling
powers to decline the use of resources in order to force them
to comply with their own political agendas. An example
discussed involved ISIS controlling Syrian citizens through
food sources. In the end, the discussion focused itself on the
future of democratic principles in oppressive undemocratic
forces.

Modi’s India: Populism or Pragmatism?
11 April 2018

Day two of the roundtable opened with the
viewing of a TED talk discussing the internet’s effect
on India’s “Bollywood” or pop culture scene. The point
was brought up that India is very unique in the fact that
even though it is such a young country, it has not
followed in the footsteps of the west and managed to
distinguish itself with its own unique culture. Another
delegate chimed in saying that it’s not fair to say India
has ignored U.S. culture, especially in recent years, but
it remains true that the most popular movies in India are
Bollywood movies and not movies from western
culture. As a result of India’s unique culture, countries
around the world have become more in tune with it, and
people around the world are getting a better feel for
what India is truly like.

The speaker in the video also discussed the
internet’s effect on his personal career and how it has
forced him to be much more aware of the information
he is offering to the world. This sparked a discussion
within the roundtable about conservatism and
liberalism. It seems, at least to some delegates, that
social media has affronted conservatism because of the
natural connectivity and exchange of ideas and norms
it provides. Some delegates argued it was an excellent
platform to promote liberalism and the advancement
and challenging of the way society operates.
Regardless, some delegates stated that social media is
just another medium for communication and merely
provides an outlet for the exchange of ideas. He argued
it was just as possible for conservative ideas as liberal
ideas to be promoted through social media.
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The discussion then moved into
soft power and how India’s unique and
highly interesting culture puts it in an
advantageous position to pursue soft
power. Most of the delegates agreed that though
armies may win battles, stories win wars. They cited
the American Revolution and the Vietnam war as
perfect examples. They agreed that though India may
not have as compelling a story as colonial America, it
definitely has an interesting one and almost definitely
a better story than China. This puts India in a unique
position where they could potentially utilize their
history and culture to gain influence over countries in
the Middle East and potentially even North and South
America. The delegates wrapped up the discussion by
pointing out that even though soft power could be an
effective mean of growing India’s influence, India has
internal problems such as a lack of electricity in many
rural areas and extreme pollution in major cities that it
must deal with first.

Is Human Rights Promotion Worth it Anymore?
11 April 2018

Today’s discussions in the roundtable on Africa
were particularly interesting. VADM Joe Leidig,
USN(Ret.), gave the roundtable an account of his
experience as Deputy Commander of U.S. Africa
Command. He was the deputy commander of
USAFRICOM during the period of unrest in Libya. He
detailed for the committee how American interests in
the area were compelling, as there was every indication
that Muammar Gaddafi was intending to massacre
many of the almost 600,000 people living in the city of
Benghazi, roughly the size of Baltimore. VADM Leidig
first noted the significance of the declaration by the
Arab League that they would support a no-fly zone over
Benghazi. Leidig also noted that at the time, there was
significant opposition to that move, particularly from
the US Secretary of Defense, who saw little room to
emplace a no-fly zone without starting an all-out war.
Nonetheless, due to political factors within the Obama
Administration, a UNSC resolution emplacing a no-fly
zone was instituted.
VADM Leidig then expressed the important
point that the institution of the no-fly zone was
originally intended to stop violations of human rights,
but the gradual escalation of the conflict made the quote
from the Russian government, that the coalition air
strikes were “ the air force of the rebels,” ring true.
Libya continues to be unstable, despite international
efforts to prevent human rights violations, which raises
the question of how Western or international
intervention can bring democracy or stability to Africa
without violence and civil war, or if that peaceful
transition is even possible.
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This question was posed to the
roundtable, particularly in the context of the
conflict in South Sudan. The roundtable
discussed the ways in which ethnic tension
and norms can influence democracy and
authoritarianism in developing nations. Many of the
delegates aptly noted that the apparently arbitrary colonial
lines that were drawn to mark the borders of African nations
to this day separate and unite ethnic tribes in a way that can
be particularly volatile. Another important topic discussed
was the question of equal ethnic representation; some hold
that equal representation ensures equal application of the
law and distribution of resources, while others disagree, and
believe that Western focus on ethnic divisions in politics
only serves to exacerbate unnecessary colonial tensions.
Finally, the roundtable shifted to a discussion of how
Western intervention can aid in democratization. VADM
Leidig pointed to the Marshall plan and the democratization
of Japan after WWII as good examples, yet the lack of
modern examples demonstrates that the ethnic unity and
economic development of Europe and Japan in that period
make the application of those examples irrelevant to Africa
today.
The intelligent discussion and deep consideration
the delegates of the Africa roundtable offered to some of
the most pressing issues on the continent provide a source
of hope that peaceful resolution of politics strife in Africa
is possible.

Modern Autocracy: Order vs Liberty
11 April 2018

Last night, Admiral Kurt W. Tidd, commander
of the United States Southern Command, gave the
Forrestal Lecture focusing on Latin America. He spoke
on the security threats posed by the region, and he
described the turmoil which affects all residents within
the corrupted nations. This era demands for leaders to
be a bridge and a change agent by challenging old
approaches, and building relationships with one
another. The third Round Table discussion started with
the delegates’ reactions to the Forrestal Lecture. One
noted the importance of learning about a country’s
military history and culture before going to the nation
and working with them. In contrast to politics and
international policy, which rapidly fluctuate, military
relationships must stay stable. The underlying theme
the delegates gathered from the relatable lecture was
that planting seeds, establishing trust, and building
relationships create a foundation for talking with
different countries.

To continue the discussion on modern
autocracy, the moderator showed a video titled
“Erdogan’s New Ad for Presidential Elections” in order
to “spur ideas and discussion regarding an autocrat’s
use of propaganda in a blatantly repressive regime.”
The initial reaction was the video seemed to be stuck in
the past; there were conflicting ideas regarding old
women who were practicing Muslims, a strong classic
Turkish image, and homogeneous characters who were
not all inclusive of Turkey today. A delegate who has
worked with Turkish government officials noted that
with the influx of Syrian refugees, there is a major
culture shift which resembles the elite culture of an
earlier era. The elections are supposedly democratic,
but to be elected in Turkey’s version of democracy, one
must be corrupt anyways. While Turkey was a
promising candidate for the European Union, it is now
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promising candidate for the European
Union, it is now antagonizing Europe,
and Erdogan is increasingly following
the autocratic handbook.

The discussion then shifted to American fear of
Islam. When we hear the word, several think back to
9/11. This event has led to the sentiment that Islam
active in American politics can be dangerous. A
delegate noted however that discrimination of a certain
group, like Muslim-Americans in the states, causes
them to “band together”. He posed the question of
what we want as a nation; do we want to spread
democracy for our own interests, or are we trying to
help people missing basic freedoms. Some responded
that the United States is the moral authority in the
world, so it is our duty to spread democracy. Others
pointed out that since America is a relatively new
nation, we tend to change policies too often, so our
authority may not be respected by autocratic powers.
This left the delegates thinking about American
actions, both at home and overseas.

The Future of the European Project
11 April 2018

Today, the roundtable’s discussion was based
on security and defense aspects of Europe. Through the
discussion, the important role of unified defense,
United States involvement in European defense and
NATO were brought up often. Most frequently, the
weaknesses in the framework of NATO and potential
directions for the organization were discussed in depth.
The main security and defense issue facing
Europe today is Russia and the hybrid threats used to
increase its influence in Eastern Europe. Many
countries having strong ethnic ties to Russia and
presiding within the Russian sphere of influence have
led to a major issue for the balance of power in Eastern
Europe and the stability of governments in the impacted
countries like Hungary, Turkey and, Slovakia. With
organizations like NATO in place, Europe currently has
a unified defense force available. However, considering
its major weaknesses, a potential alternative that the
delegates discussed was the European defense force.
Many of the foreign delegates discussed their countries
view on the defense force and shared interesting
perspectives. Even though the potential force offers
many positives, Martin Skarpholt, a delegate from the
Norwegian Naval Academy, believed that the idea of a
security force without the United States’ military
involved has significantly less power when compared
to NATO. Consequently, the discussion was directed
towards ways to improve the issues within NATO.
Similar to yesterday’s roundtable, a common
theme was the lack of accountability of member nations
in both the EU and in NATO. In the NATO scenario,
many questioned the ability of countries to remain in
the organization despite their change in political
philosophy and growing ties to Russia. The main
challemc
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challenge that has allowed this to occur
has been the unanimous voting required
by the NATO guidelines in order to take
action. Two important aspects that the
unanimous voting impacts were brought up by
different delegates: its impact on the Article 5 clause
and the removal of nations from the organization.
Concerning the Article 5 clause, it was concluded that
if a country was not defended unanimously by other
members of NATO when attacked, the framework of
the organization would falter and NATO would
struggle to still exist based on its common defense
principles. On the other issue, there currently exists no
method of removing nations from the NATO
organization and the addition of any method would
require unanimous voting. With nations like Hungary
and Turkey, which have ties to Russia and are losing
favor within the organization, likely to deny the
creation of a way of removing nations there is no way
to oversee the actions of nations within the
organization.
Finally, for the future of NATO, the roundtable
was divided between two stances on policy for the
organization. Firstly, becoming a more political and
ideological organization with the goal of maintaining
and improving the status of democracies throughout
Europe. On the other hand, many delegates favored
acting as a common defense force. Regardless of the
direction, all delegates agreed that for a prosperous
future, it was important to act in unison and have the
mutual support of all NATO members.

An Arab Winter? The Lost Hope for Democracy
11 April 2018

The Arab Winter is a brutal one. Intricate details
complicate most policy options. Identity informs the
thoughts and actions of those on the ground. Perception
is reality. Often, no decision is without its own set of
unintended consequences. A constant conflict between
the flows of order and disorder helps to explain all.
In the shadow of a potential American
intervention into Syria, the discussion group worked to
describe the nature of democracy, address regional
understandings of the endstate, and plot a plan of action
for immediate affairs. While findings appeared to be
generally negative, some hope remains in the form of
civil society. Accepted in all cases is the understanding
that the West must rethink its ability to intervene
throughout the world.

Democracy is a lofty political ambition that is
worth its devotion of time and effort. It has benefited
many, but new ways of thinking must be adapted to
ensure its legacy. In the authoritarian states discussed, a
vibrant civil society was an essential component for
maintaining political freedoms. Tunisia’s exceptional
status is rooted in its historical treatment of civil society
-- defined broadly as the many non-governmental actors
which interact with the population. However, regional
perspectives also present a more complicated account.

The West is largely guilty of establishing false tradeoffs.
As mentioned by panel experts, it is not so much a
question of choosing between autocracy and democracy
-- rather, local populations are often forced to accept
stability and security before democratic reforms. Arab’s
may accept liberal ideals, but it is in the best interest of
all to recognize how prevalent that acceptance really is - and how that acceptance should be defined. Illiberal
democracy is not the same thing as liberal democracy.
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In terms of the crisis in Syria, the
discussion group debated the merits of
American intervention -- specifying
further about what that intervention
should be like and what its impact would likely be.
Like most topics discussed, no simple answer was
agreed upon. Any policy in Syria must carefully weigh
the role of Russia in democratic backsliding. Further,
it is apparent that one-off missile or air strikes will
likely not have a large impact on reshaping conflict.
There appears to be a general sense of tension. All
actors are poised for interaction, but it is unclear what
that interaction will look like.
The United States and its allies have played a
significant role in the Middle East. Democracy
promotion may be a noble cause but its actual
implementation is rarely positive. As delegates
continue their careers of service and diplomacy it is
abundantly clear -- sometimes there just are not any
good choices.

The Authoritarian International: Can Dictators do Soft
Power?
11 April 2018

In the third round table, the delegates delved
deeper into the implications of soft power and various
mechanisms to implement soft power.

The delegates started out the conversation talking about
how to avoid the rise of authoritarian governments
through soft power. Specifically, the delegates talked
about the revising of the “Constitution and Judiciary” of
a government which often leads to corruption. What
measures can governments take to inhibit corruption?
The delegates spoke about various programs that train
foreign professionals and leaders here in the United
States on how to avoid corruption and create freedom.
Another spoke about the use of externally mandated
judiciary systems that oversee the government of another
country.
The conversation then shifted to various mechanisms of
soft power, namely religion.

Religion is a soft power that allows countries like
Russia to exert their influence. As Ms. Woodhouse points
out, religion serves as an established “moral code” that
makes negotiations easier. Countries identify more with
other countries of a shared religion. They are more
willing to become allies or trading partners. At this point,
the conversation then shifted to the question of
missionary work. Are missionaries and their work an
example of soft power? This led to some controversial
conversation as the thought of missionaries acting under
the direction of government is generally considered
distasteful. In general, the delegates agreed that
missionary work is an example of soft power. Ms. Cho,
a delegate from the Korean Nursing School, spoke about
the influence of missionaries post-Korean War. They
brought supplies and education to the South Koreans
resulting in a large number of converts to Christianity
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They brought supplies and education to
the South Koreans resulting in a large
number of converts to Christianity
during this time. This is an example of
the U.S. spreading their beliefs and ideals even if it
was unintentional. However, Mr. Cengiz countered
that sometimes missionary work is not as wholesome.
In a time in which religion is so deeply intertwined
with race and sociopolitical status, religion can
sometimes be seen as a status symbol. Often times,
Christianity can be seen as a representation of the West
and wealth. Conversion is seen as necessary rather
than voluntary.
Mr. Steber, the moderator, concisely ended the
discussion by succinctly naming the five pillars the
group discussed that lead to the rise of authoritarian
governments: misinformation, veil of ignorance,
emphasis on a narrative, continuum of power, and
perception. Through these five attributes, authoritarian
governments stand a chance of rising to power once
again in an age in which democracy is not necessarily
the ideal anymore.

Social Media and Democratization: Citizen’s or Dictator’s
Weapon?
11 April 2018

What came first: Social Media’s creation for the
purpose of spreading democracy, or Democracy using
Social Media to progress its purpose? Quinn Conrad
posed this question to kick off today’s discussion. Her
stance was that technology is used to spread and advance
Democracy, but you can’t force it. “You can’t download
Democracy,” she adds, quoting a speaker from yesterday.
This was the overarching theme for today’s round table.
With the regression of democracy and autocracy
being the latest trend, a search for the best type of
government continues. It’s not democracy (or the lack
thereof) that is the matter; it’s the institutions themselves
that matter. An institution without corruption, more
stability, and more strength in its foundation will
establish legitimacy in the eyes of the citizens who are
governed. If the people have safety, whether it’s a
democratic government or not, they will be more inclined
to trust their government. Marapese, the round table
moderator, brought up examples in the Middle East.
Areas like Bahrain, Morroco, and Jordan are functioning
better with a Monarchy. Social media is helpful for
dispersing news, but it is not productive at creating party
systems as exemplified in Egypt. There must be a
translation to the real world to have an impact.
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From there, the round table
moved on to discuss the senators that
grilled Mark Zuckerberg, founder and
CEO of Facebook. Senator Kennedy
said there were impurities in the Facebook punch
bowl. There was a privacy problem and a propaganda
problem in Facebook. Collectively, everyone at the
round table agreed that Zuckerberg looked like a deer
in headlights being questioned. Comments about how
his staff should have prepared him better were
expressed as well. The senators wished to introduce
bills to solve these problems, but it was up to the CEO
of Facebook whether he wanted to cooperate or not.
The discussions pondering about the outcome of
Zuckerburg’s situation carried out to the conclusion of
the final round table.

State Capitalism: A Better Engine for Growth?
11 April 2018

Today, the panel on state capitalism analyzed
how the aforementioned system has been an effective
vehicle for growth in countries that would otherwise lack
the ability to move their economy into the modern age.
With a renewed focus on China and Russia, delegates
were able to identify the key elements of a transitional
phase as well as how state-run markets have aided the
United States in her growth over the past century.

By pointing to events during the American
market recovery of the 1930s and the Chinese revolution
of the 1980s, it’s clear that state policies can bring
markets back on their feet and push through volatility
that the free-market cannot adequately handle; when
companies fail to supply for the general public, state
governments can step in to build the bridge between
recovery and stable progress. The panel noted that
governments have the ability to create new markets and
provide a bedrock for products that lack the capital to be
produced in large scale. An example of this is found in
China, where extensive credit lending and focused
national projects have been able to advance China’s
semi-conductor and metal manufacturing past many
United States counterparts. This state capitalism does not
come without its weaknesses though. Sustainable growth
in a state capitalist country requires constant demand for
state products, and the influence of external ideologies
can put the system at risk.
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For countries such as Russia,
independent thinking and economic
interests outside of the country has put
their system of state capitalism in a
cyclical peril. The development of underground
systems and patronage networks has pumped money
that Russia would otherwise generate in her economy
out of the country, and the income of mobsters and
special interests groups that would otherwise be spent
on Russian citizens is exchanged overseas for foreign
investment. Ultimately, it’s evident that state
capitalism only exists successfully in cultures that can
support an autocratic leader at home. For the United
States, this is far from any reality that will be
experienced.
In the future, the United States can expect
China to continue to pursue her goal of a “One Belt,
One Road” system. This strategic plan looks to
develop land-based trade networks over Eurasia and
restore the silk-road paradigm of ancient times. The
panel concluded that the United States should remain
wary of state capitalist countries that are willing to
exploit areas such as Africa and the Middle East at the
expense of the third-world countries that lie therein.
State capitalists tend to play by their own rules, but as
a global economy, the United States still retains the
power to check these rogue actors as she so desires. In
the future, the fate of free-market economies in a world
of declining democracy will lie in American hands.

